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Tesla was totally dumbfounded by his sudden death. 

 

Glancing at the notification on the screen, Tesla was even more confused when he realized that he was 

killed by a player. 

 

It was for the sake of research and peaceful life that he had built the battle fortress to withstand the 

endless monsters in Naraka, but he never expected to be killed by a player this time. 

 

Tesla was rendered speechless. 

 

After a few moments of silence, Tesla was prepared to take revenge for himself. 

 

Anyone who gets in my way of research dies! 

 

… 

 

Although Tesla was killed, his actions to develop a Battle Fortress had greatly impacted the American 

server, as most of the players had gained interest in modifying their mech. 

 

Moreover, Tesla was not the only one with expertise in this area. 

 

Soon enough, the forum established a Mech Remodeling Society. This society only recruited those 

talents with professional knowledge. Every day, their topic of discussion was about how to remodel their 

mechs to further improve performance. 

 

Furthermore, this society had several times disclosed posts about mech remodeling suggestions and 

blueprints for other players to use. Thus, they had gained a good reputation in Naraka. 



 

Besides, the National Defense of the United States encountered yet another troubling matter. 

 

After Tesla’s research grant application to play a game, the research staff, who were Tesla’s colleagues, 

collectively requested the National Defense of the United States to provide a gaming pod to each of 

them as they wanted to play Battle Online, too. 

 

The reason was simple. The research staff was moved after seeing Tesla’s remodeled mech. 

 

After all, they had poured in their whole life for scientific research, thus these products of surreal 

technology were full of temptation to them. How could they remain calm after seeing Tesla’s 

remodeling process and learning about this type of technology in the game? 

 

Therefore, the entire research team of the National Defense of America entered Battle Online and 

established a military research group there. 

 

Compared to the Mech Society instituted by normal players, the overall ability of the military research 

group was definitely on a different level from the non-governmental organization except for their lesser 

number of people. 

 

The mech remodeling plans provided by them directly served the military, helping the military soldiers 

to remodel their mech and improve the functions of the mechs. 

 

Naraka had officially entered the early phase of technology development. 

 

At the same time, with the National Defense of the United States taking the lead, the military soldiers 

had formed multiple armies with the players as an official counterattack to the forces to gain a better 

foothold there. 

 



… 

 

In comparison to the passive counterattack of the European server and American server players, the 

Beiqi players were always on their way of engaging in more and more trouble. 

 

After war broke out between the Sea King and the Langya Island Military Alliance, the Beiqi players kept 

themselves busy as well. Although they no longer organized large-scale joint operations, small-scale 

attacks were still ongoing. 

 

The forces of Langya Island could only ceaselessly reinforce their troops at their border of the Void 

Ocean when facing multiple invasions of the players. It could be said that the existence of the players 

had helped the Sea King to delay most of the troops of the military alliance so that the battle would be 

less tough for the Sea King Navy. 

 

Concurrently, at the border of the Void Ocean and the Kuilong Ocean. 

 

A player was squatting on the back of a sea creature. His right hand was continuously stroking the sea 

creature that was wailing, but his face was full of joy and was murmuring from time to time. 

 

This player’s name was Bai Ze who had completed the class advancement to a Rune Master. His strength 

was inconspicuous among the players. 

 

However, he was recognized as a professional player, and his popularity in the forum’s live streaming 

market was steadily placed within the top three. 

 

It was because he was officially known as the Beast-taming Master among the players and was also 

nicknamed as the Pokemon Beast-taming Master. He was a player who had a large number of fans since 

the beginning of his live streaming channel and his existence had led a lot of players to embark on the 

path of beast-taming. 

 



It could be said that he was the pioneer of the beast-taming craze in the game. 

 

At that moment, his challenge was to tame a sea creature. According to Bai Ze, since the maritime forces 

could tame sea creatures, then as players, they should be able to do the same. 

 

The players in his live streaming channel had no objections to his bold ambition because this man had 

used reality to make the impossible possible. 

 

Besides, he really did it. 

 

To tame this sea monster, Bai Ze could be said to have acted out The Old Man and the Sea in real life. 

After drifting on the ocean for several days, he finally tamed this young sea creature. 

 

He succeeded after days and nights of hard work. At the moment, the live streaming channel was full of 

players cheering and tipping. 

 

Witnessing the scene, many of the players who had watched the whole live stream, had their hearts 

filled with satisfaction as if it was them who had tamed the sea creature. 

 

Bai Ze had once again proven himself and gave a large number of beast-taming fans a new goal. 

 

According to Bai Ze, the players could build armies of sea creatures just like the maritime forces as naval 

battles were not only limited to using Specter Ships and Specter Warships. 

 

Whereas his success in taming the sea creature had proved that his viewpoint was feasible. Many 

players were delighted as they seemed to visualize themselves controlling an army of sea creatures and 

exploring the ocean. 

 



Countless tips instantly filled the screen and Bai Ze’s live streaming channel once again rushed to the top 

of the forum’s real-time popularity scoreboard. 

 

Bai Ze’s beast-taming skills were not only the reason that players had taken a liking to him, it was also 

because of his willpower. 

 

Just like in the beginning when he tried to tame the zombie wolf, Bai Ze had died multiple times to 

achieve his goal. At that time, many players mocked and ridiculed him, but he never gave up and 

continued with determination. In the end, he succeeded in taming the first zombie wolf in the game. 

 

To the players, his success was not an accident, but due to his efforts and determination. 

 

It was also because of his spirit that had influenced many players to become his loyal fans. 

 

Taking a glance at the young sea creature that had stopped struggling, Bai Ze stretched out to stroke its 

head again, constantly consoling it. 

 

Bai Ze had tamed countless creatures for more than half a year, and he noticed the similarity of these 

tamable creatures in the game. 

 

These creatures actually had spirituality. Although they did not understand what you were talking about, 

these creatures could feel the thoughts you were trying to express. 

 

This is an emotional perception. For example, when you were angry or sad, these feelings that were 

exposed could be felt by these creatures with their sharp perception. 

 

Although it would be hard to communicate with this method, Bai Ze still managed to gain a knack of it 

and gradually applied it practically which had achieved great results. 

 



At Bai Ze’s solace, the tensed body of the young sea creature gradually relaxed. A snoring sound could 

be heard during the vibration of its throat. Its tail was also beating the surface of the sea. It seemed to 

be enjoying Bai Ze’s touches. 

 

The moment when Bai Ze was solacing the young sea creature, deep under the sea, a hoarse long cry 

resounded. Huge sound waves radiated forward, causing the sea surface to become ferocious. 

 

Bai Ze frowned upon hearing the long cry. When he was about to ask the young sea creature to leave 

this area, a huge ball-shaped shadow appeared on the sea surface. 

 

The coverage of the shadow was huge. It was about a distance of a thousand yards which left Bai Ze 

flabbergasted. 

 

In his vision, he saw dark green eyes enlarging constantly as the shadow approached. 

 

At that moment, the young sea creature below Bai Ze also started to wail uneasily. Bai Ze hurriedly 

stretched out his hand to appease it. 

 

Splash! 

 

A round curtain of water was formed on the sea surface and a giant ferocious head slowly emerged from 

the water. 

 

Bai Ze was immediately startled the moment he saw this huge creature. 

 

[Tao Wu (Lord of the Void Ocean)]: 

 

Creature Details: An elite Ocean King who reigned over the Void Ocean for tens of thousands of years. 

His strength is in the level of Ocean Spirit (mid-divine). 



 

Creature Origin: Unknown 

 

Creature State: Peak, Lazy (Nature) 

 

Looking at the creature in front of him, Bai Ze was horrified. 

 

“Run! Quickly run!” 

 

Bai Ze hurriedly roared at the young sea creature below. 

 

As a player, how could he not know how terrifying Tao Wu was. It would be fine even if he died but he 

definitely did not wish to see this young sea creature be consumed by Tao Wu. 

 

Just then, Bai Ze remembered a post about Tao Wu in the forum. 

 

Many players had complained about their spiritual fish being snatched away by Tao Wu at that post. 

 

After many encounters, Tao Wu’s vicious character of robbing others’ prey was well known by all the 

players. Thus, the moment he saw Tao Wu, Bai Ze knew that his situation was unfavorable. 

 

This creature must have taken a liking to the little sea creature that I just tamed! 

 

Thinking about this, Bai Ze repeatedly urged the young sea creature to flee quickly, feeling extremely 

nervous. 

 



The young sea creature did not care about Bai Ze’s roar. Instead, it raised his head and let out a low cry 

at Tao Wu who was staring at them with cold eyes. 

 

Ying! 

 

“Get away quickly, stop calling out, you’re going to be swallowed!” Bai Ze felt worried as he looked at 

the fearless little sea creature. 

 

At this moment, Tao Wu suddenly glanced at the little sea creature with his dark green eyes and also let 

out a low cry. 

 

Ying! 

 

Tao Wu said to the little sea creature, “I told you not to run around but you didn’t listen. See how you’re 

caught now. Get back home quickly and let me swallow the person on your back!” 

 

The little sea creature replied with a confident look, “No, he’s my master. He told me to listen to him 

from now on. So father, whatever you said doesn’t count, my master is the most superior.” 

 

His firm tone left Tao Wu at a loss for words. 

 

Tao Wu suddenly felt mentally exhausted for having such a foolish son. 


